between the new study and the previous one, including our study’s focus on the construct of health loss rather than welfare loss, and the previous study’s reliance on a small panel of health-care professionals and lack of direct comparison between outcomes. We must avoid the trap of treating previous weights as if they were a reference standard. The updated study had among its aims to address limitations in previous measurement work, and we have made every effort to ensure that it does so with an empirically rich, scientifically valid approach.

Finally, it is useful to compare the new disability weights with results from other empirical studies that have estimated health-state weights for vision loss and blindness. Systematic review is needed here. In the meantime, we find relevant comparisons in studies of patients with diabetes that have used multivariable methods to control for confounding factors and comorbidities. These studies have reported weights for blindness that are similar to or significantly lower than ours.

The lay descriptions for vision loss and blindness in our study were developed collaboratively, with extensive consultation, revision, and finally agreement from the Vision Loss Expert Group. We look forward to continuing to engage with the group to advance research on this topic through careful empirical inquiry.
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Reduction in child mortality in Niger

Agbessi Amouzou and colleagues’ explanation of Niger’s impressive reduction in under-5 mortality (Sept 29, p 1169) shows how health-sector interventions can dramatically improve child survival and reduce health inequities. It also supports calls to prioritise the most deprived communities. However, the study raises the question of how to continue this progress. One in eight children in Niger is still likely to die before the age of 5 years, and neonatal survival has improved little.

If Niger, and other countries with high levels of child deaths, are to continue reductions in under-5 mortality (and even realise aspirations to reduce it to no more than 20 per 1000 livebirths by 2035), there will be diminishing returns if improvements are only made in the delivery of health services. For example, if the proportion of births to women with secondary education or higher remains at less than 5% in Niger, these further goals are unlikely to be achieved. To sustain the gains seen in Niger, continued efforts will be needed not only to expand interventions to pregnant women and neonates, but also to collaborate with those beyond the health sector to address social determinants.

Resolute efforts by the Government and communities of Niger have been aided by global partners to improve the delivery of health services. Yet these combined efforts seem to have had much less effect on reducing poverty or increasing maternal education, which are key contributors to ensuring child survival and development, with the latter especially important in the neonatal period. The global community needs to conceive efforts to improve social determinants as an integral part of efforts to reduce child deaths, at the same time as helping to replicate the improvements in health service delivery that Niger shows is possible even in challenging contexts.

All authors are staff members of UNICEF, which provided support for the original study. However, we were not involved with the original paper. These are the authors’ views and do not necessarily reflect the views or policies of UNICEF.
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The Article by Agbessi Amouzou and colleagues is a welcome effort to document the successful reduction in the under-5 mortality rate (USMR) in Niger. Amouzou and colleagues suggest that universal access to primary health care, mass campaigns, and nutrition programmes are the main strategies responsible for these changes. However, there remain some unanswered questions which would benefit from a more in-depth analysis to explain the drivers of changes in child mortality in this country.

As reported by Amouzou and colleagues, health posts and community health workers (CHWs) seem to be pivotal in increasing geographical
access to curative services. Page and colleagues report that 40% of care for children had been provided by CHWs in 2009. In Niger, there is an even more peripheral level of relais communautaire. Further evidence of the role lay health workers can have in resource-constrained settings, especially the respective roles of the two levels of CHWs, should be sought.

Mass campaigns, most notably distribution of insecticide-treated bednets, account for 45% of U5MR decline (table). The uncertain sustainability and unintended consequences of these repeated campaigns on health systems should be documented. Nutrition programmes have contributed 19% to the reduction of U5MR (table). That reduction of stunting could have contributed 10% to the reduction in U5MR is difficult to understand, considering that overall stunting rates did not decline and that food security did not improve.

Better understanding of the mechanisms that enabled these three strategies to achieve the estimated effect in this context could generate important lessons for future reforms in Niger and globally. Several frameworks have been developed recently to help deepen our understanding of health systems that could guide additional in-depth case studies. We are part of the external evaluation of the Catalytic Initiative to Save a Million Lives, which is funded by the Canadian International Development Agency through UNICEF in six African countries, one of them being Niger.
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Agbessi Amouzou and colleagues provide a vital contribution in analysing the remarkable progress in reduction of child mortality in Niger. However, best available data have not been used in reporting the history of campaign approaches and coverage of vitamin A supplementation (VAS). The contribution of high, twice-yearly VAS coverage—one of Niger’s signature child survival achievements—to this dramatic reduction in child deaths is therefore likely to be a major underestimate.

Niger started campaigns in 1996, combining VAS with vaccination, and continued once-per-year mass VAS distribution until 1999. It was one of the first countries in sub-Saharan Africa to ensure twice-yearly VAS coverage (starting in June, 1999). Amouzou and colleagues focus only on campaign approaches starting in 2004, stating that there were two mass campaigns per year for VAS since 2000.

VAS coverage, presented in Amouzou and colleagues’ appendix, is significantly lower than that from other validated sources. Figure 7 shows coverage ranging from about 60% to 80% during 2005–09 (with no data between 1998 and 2005). In fact coverage has been maintained at more than 80% since June, 1999.

Finally, in their use of the Lives Saved Tool (LiST), Amouzou and colleagues have only factored in VAS’s effect on reduction of diarrhoea-specific mortality and use of VAS in treatment of measles, whereas several meta-analyses have shown VAS as producing a 22–25% reduction in all-cause mortality for children aged 6–59 months in settings such as...